NOTICE TO MARINERS

No 47/19

UPPER RIVER CLYDE – NEW CLYDE BRIDGE (CENTRAL STATION)

MAINTENANCE WORKS

Mariners are advised that a programme of maintenance and repair works are scheduled for the New Clyde Bridge (Central Station Rail Bridge). This will start from Monday 3rd June for a period of approximately 2 years.

Initial works will include installation of scaffold and encapsulation system across the underside of the bridge in preparation for grit blasting and painting work. Dive surveys will also be undertaken to review the condition of the underwater infrastructure. During diving works appropriate lights and shapes will be displayed by the dive support boat.

A safety boat will also be in attendance throughout the works and a listening watch will be maintained on VHF Ch12.

The temporary overhead clearance for vessels transiting below the bridge during the works period has been reduced to 4.65m above MHWS.

Estuary Radio may be contacted on VHF 12 or on ☑️ 0151 949 6651.